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Table 1: Accuracy of the student networks produced using direct Table 2: Test accuracy of networks learnt using progressive label
distillation.
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Much of the focus in the area of knowledge distillation has been
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on distilling knowledge from a larger teacher network to a smaller
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student network. However, there has been little research on how
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the concept of distillation can be leveraged to distill the knowledge
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encapsulated in the training data itself into a reduced form. In this
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study, we explore the concept of progressive label distillation, where
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we leverage a series of teacher-student network pairs to progressively generate distilled training data for learning deep neural net- Direct Label Distillation In the first experiment, Table 1, we
works with greatly reduced input dimensions. To investigate the effi- evaluate the efficacy of direct label distillation of learning inputcacy of the proposed progressive label distillation approach, we ex- efficient student networks via soft labels and hard labels for a
perimented with learning a deep limited vocabulary speech recog- set of student networks with five different input dimensions (i.e.,
nition network based on generated 500ms input utterances distilled {500ms, 600ms, 700ms, 800ms, 900ms}) by computing their respective
progressively from 1000ms source training data, and demonstrated test accuracies.
a significant increase in test accuracy of almost 78% compared to
direct learning.
Progressive Label Distillation In the second experiment, Table
2, we evaluate the efficacy of progressive label distillation of learning input-efficient student networks for different combinations of series of teacher-student networks with progressively smaller input di1 Introduction
mensions.
Due to the limited computational resources available in such ondevice edge scenarios, many recent studies [1, 2, 4] have put
greater efforts into designing small, low-footprint deep neural network architectures that are more appropriate for embedded devices.
In this study, we explore a concept we will call progressive label distillation, where a series of teacher-student network pairs are
leveraged to progressively generate distilled training data. The proposed approach enables the learning of computationally efficient
DNNs with greatly reduced input dimensions without the need for
collecting and labeling new data. The proposed strategy can be
used in conjunction with any efficient deep neural network architecture to further reduce computational costs and memory footprint.

4 Conclusions and Future Work
In this study, we show that progressive label distillation can be leveraged for learning deep neural networks with reduced input dimensions without collecting and labeling new data. This reduction in
input dimension results in input-efficient networks with significant
reduction in the computation cost. Experiment results for the task
of limited vocabulary speech recognition show that the use of progressive label distillation can lead to an input-efficient student network with half the input dimension with a test accuracy of 89.22%,
compared to just 12.03% without using label distillation.
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